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For immediate release 
 
 
 
ORANGERIE. Selected Objects 
Historical and Auratic Works of Art 
 
Auction no. 224 on May 29, 2014, 11 AM 
 
This spring Grisebach’s “ORANGERIE” catalog presents affinities: Strong artistic, historical and thematic 
references are provided by the exquisite works of decorative and fine art, hence affording a multitude of 
conversational topics. 

 �  

• A richly illuminated book of hours by the Master of the Rouen Échevinage (1465) meets a gothic 
antiphonary (both € 10,000). 

• Anton Graff’s self-portrait, infamous around 1900 (€ 25,000), is featured alongside the artist’s palette 
that comes with an illustrious list of later owners (€1,800). 

• A group of classicist miniatures formerly owned by Count Esterházy, among them a work by Heinrich 
Füger, was re-united from multiple private collections in the ORANGERIE – same as a piece of furniture 
from Schloss Hernstein designed by the Ringstraße architect Theophil Hansen (€ 10,000). 

• Gustav Mahler’s death mask taken by Carl Moll in 1911 (€ 6,000) encounters a guard figure of the 
Borneo death cult from the same time (€ 12,000). 

• Watercolors  for  fairy  tale  book illustrations, elaborately executed in great detail,  by Victor Paul Mohn 
(€ 5,000) are seen alongside designs, rich in imagery, for Art Déco book covers (€ 8,500). 

• A 1942  portfolio of  photographs  by  Albert Renger-Patzsch  documenting t he war-destructed  Lübeck 
(€ 12,000) receives a commentary through Thomas Mann’s unpublished manuscript of his BBC radio 
address of January 14, 1943 (€ 6,000) 

• But one standing and one unique seated warrior from Costa Rica (€ 25,000 and 30,000), too, come 
together for the ORANGERIE sale in Berlin. 

 
The auction’s highlight is an ivory relief by the renowned Jacob Auer (after 1691). The excitingly virtuoso 
execution of the leaf’s miniscule tendrils and leaves takes the beholder by surprise (€ 200,000). The great 
appreciation the piece of virtuosity received by later generations is represented by the addition in ca. 1770 of a 
family altar.  
 
The ORANGERIE wants to encourage cross-over collecting. The auction preview will present the sale’s auratic 
objects together with the contemporary works of art. It is certain that here, too, they will afford a multitude of 
conversational topics.  
 
Dr. Stefan Körner 
T. 030-885 9 15-64.  
koerner@villa-grisebach.de 
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Master of the 
Rouen Échevinage 
(circle) 
 
Book of hours after 
the Use of Rouen. 
Manuscript with 13 
illuminations 
Circa 1465-1470. 
Handwriting on 
vellum. 8°.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jacob Auer 
Heimingberg 1645 – 
1706 Grins 
  
Virgin and Child with 
the Infant St John in a 
house altar. 
After 1691. Ivory, 
carved, drilled, filed. 
Background with 
coloured glaze, wood, 
carved, painted, gilt. 
Relief: 14.2 x 7.4 cm. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Anton Graff 
Winterthur 1736 – 
1813 Dresden 
  
Self-portrait. 
1806. Oil on 
fruitwood. 
70 x 54.2 cm.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Palette of the painter 
Anton Graff (1736-
1813). 
Circa 1800. 
Mahogany, remnants 
of paint.  
36.5 x 25 cm. 

 
 

Theophil Hansen 
Copenhagen 1813 – 1891 Vienna 
Chair from Herstein Castle in Lower Austria 
 
Circa 1870. Beech, heavy, carved, painted black, gilt. 
Court Master Carpenter Heinrich Dübell (1812-1886), 
original fabric cover with red repp with silver threads. 
88.5 x 48 x 55 cm. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Borneo. Kalimantan, 
Dayak People 
 
Standing guard figure 
with outstretched 
arms: Hampatong 
Pantak. 
19th / early 20th 
century.  
Ironwood (kompasia), 
carved, arms 
attached. 
132 x 114 x 15 cm.  

 


